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Abstract

We propose the traditional goal of cancer therapists to develop a single drug or drug combination that can, by itself, eliminate all cancer cells within a host has neglected potential treatments that may achieve curative outcomes by strategically combining agents that are individually effective but non-curative. We derive basic principles for such an approach from the eco-evolutionary dynamics of background extinctions in which a “first strike” reduces the size and heterogeneity of the initial population and is followed immediately by demographic and ecological “second strikes” that push the population below an extinction threshold. This proposed strategy appears identical to the empirically-derived curative therapy in childhood Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia.

Synopsis
For decades, cancer therapists have focused on development of new drugs as the most productive strategy to improve outcomes in treatment of disseminated, metastatic cancers. The success and failure of these efforts is evident in, for example, the large number of drugs (about 52 (1)) approved for treatment of metastatic prostate cancers (mPC) and the grim reality that mPC remains uniformly fatal. Nevertheless, it is generally assumed that curative treatment for mPC and other common cancers will require newer, better drugs; and the search continues. Here we propose the main barrier to cure in many metastatic cancers including mPC is not insufficient agents but rather insufficient tactics.

Currently, first, second and third line treatments for metastatic cancers are viewed as independent events each having the identical goal of maximally killing of cancer cells with complete eradication and cure as the optimal outcome. Typically, drugs are applied at maximum dose density and, if the tumor initially decreases in size, continue to be administered until excessive toxicity or tumor progression mandates a change.

The similarity of cancer treatment to extinction dynamics has been previously noted. In this context, conventional therapy mimics the famous mass extinction of the dinosaurs by a single catastrophic event – the worldwide effects caused by the K-T impact. Maximum dose density treatments represent similar application of immense evolutionary force which, by itself, will ideally cause extinction of the cancer population.

Here we propose that mass extinction is a poor paradigm for cancer therapy because the indiscriminate effects of massive global perturbations constrain its clinical application where collateral damage to normal cells can be lethal to the host. Furthermore, since cancer cells need only to be more resistant to the treatment than the host cells, surviving cancer subpopulations are virtually inevitable.

We present an alternative strategy based not on the dynamics of the catastrophic K-T impact but rather on the sequence of eco-evolutionary events typically observed in background extinctions. Decline of a large, diverse, and geographically dispersed species generally begins with one or more
demographic and ecological perturbations. This “first strike” reduces the size of the population and produces an evolutionary bottleneck with a small surviving cohort, limited by low genetic diversity and a fragmented ecology, rendered highly vulnerable to small, stochastic ecological and demographic events that would not have significantly affected the population prior to the first strike.

Thus, we hypothesize large, diverse, and spatially-dispersed metastatic cancers may be eradicated by a strategic application of a sequence of drugs or drug combinations none of which are, individually, curative. The specific sequence, similar to the dynamics of background extinctions, begins with a first strike to reduce the cancer population size and diversity followed immediately by several intense but brief eco-evolutionary perturbations to drive the vulnerable surviving population to its extinction threshold. We note these predicted dynamics are consistent with empirically-derived, curative therapy for Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) in which the initial “induction” treatment represents a first strike followed quickly by a second strike (“treatment intensification”) followed by a third strike (“delayed intensification”), and a fourth strike (“maintenance”). We demonstrate a similar strategy could be applied in metastatic prostate cancer.

Introduction

In an evolutionary model, the cancer cell population within a host is a clade (i.e. descending from one cell or one population) but the heterogeneous intratumoral environment typically generates multiple ecological niches occupied by phenotypically and genetically distinct cancer cell “species” (2, 3). Cancer cells compete with each other in a dynamic environment with spatial and temporal fluctuations in nutrients as well as blood-borne growth factors while being “stalked” by the predatory cells of the host immune system. Adding to the eco-evolutionary complexity is the ability of the cancer cell to deploy niche-construction strategies such as angiogenesis (4) thus generating ecological as well as evolutionary heritability.

Up to a billion cancer cells (5) can occupy each gram of tumor and many metastatic human cancers reach a total tumor burden well in excess of 100 grams. Eliminating this large, diverse, and
spatially dispersed population (roughly equivalent to the size and diversity of the global mouse population (6)), without destroying the native cellular species necessary for host survival, is clearly a daunting task. For over a century, cancer therapists have largely focused on drug development as the best means to achieve this goal. The ideal cancer drug is a “silver bullet” that eradicates all cancer cells and spares all normal ones (7). Unfortunately, even highly targeted therapies frequently cause significant toxicity to normal host cells so that silver bullets, equivalent to antibiotics in bacterial infections, remain elusive.

Thus, most cancer treatments represent a trade-off between the benefit of killing as many cancer cells as possible and the potentially lethal toxicity to normal cells necessary for host survival (8). Many agents using different mechanisms of action have been identified but all receive approval based on measurable reduction of tumor volume and increased host survival. The success and failure of these efforts are evident in treatments for metastatic prostate cancer (mPC). Currently, oncologists can select from about 50 drugs(1) approved for treating men diagnosed with mPC. Yet, of the estimated 37,000 men in the US who will develop mPC in the next year, none will be cured. Nevertheless, most therapist assume curative treatment in mPC and other metastatic cancers can be obtained only through development of new and better drugs by academic institutions and the international pharmaceutical industry.

Here we hypothesize that, in many cancers including mPC, the limitations in treatment outcomes are not the absence of sufficiently effective drugs but rather the absence sufficiently effective tactics. We propose that a fundamental error in current treatment strategies is the expectation that cure must be obtained from one drug or combination of drugs administered continuously until all cancer cells are eradicated. Decades of experience in treatment of disseminated cancers has clearly demonstrated such an outcome, in large, heterogeneous, spatially dispersed, and rapidly evolving cancer populations, is unlikely and, in fact, may never be consistently attainable. However, we hypothesize that curative outcomes may be achievable through strategic sequencing of drugs or combinations of drugs each of which is effective but not curative. And, we propose the
guiding principles for this alternative treatment approach are apparent in the evolutionary dynamics of species extinctions observed in nature.

**Cancer treatment and the evolutionary dynamics of extinction**

In prior work, we have used evolutionary dynamics to control metastatic cancers when cure was not clinically considered to be an achievable (7, 9-14). However, continued theoretical investigations of the eco-evolutionary dynamics of cancer treatment have suggested the historic oncologic focus on treatment agents may have neglected opportunities to obtain curative outcomes that are can be observed in extinction events (15).

Well over 99% of species that have arisen during earth’s history, many of them more numerous and diverse than metastatic cancers, have become extinct and the analogy to cancer treatment has been previously noted (16, 17). A famous, but perhaps misleading, extinction is that of the dinosaurs following a catastrophic meteor impact. When cancer treatment applies toxic drugs at maximum tolerated dose (MTD), it mimics in many ways the powerful ecological forces that produce mass extinctions. But, decades of experience have demonstrated this approach is largely ineffective in producing the extinction of most metastatic cancers. Why? One obvious limitation, also apparent in mass extinctions (18), is that large perturbations are inherently indiscriminate and so the amplitude of cancer treatment is constrained by the danger of causing potentially fatal collateral damage to normal cells. Thus, on average, cancer cells can evade the toxicity of treatment if they are simply more resistant than normal cells necessary for host survival. Given the diversity of metastatic cancer populations and their substantial evolutionary capacity, resistant cells are highly likely to be present prior to therapy or emerge quickly upon therapy initiation. To address these limitations, the world-wide pharmaceutical industry continues to search for new drugs that deliver greater killing power and improved specificity. We note, however, that this effort in new drug development implicitly assumes that cancer eradication must be achieved by one definitive treatment using a single drug or combination of drugs similar to the dinosaur extinction by the K-T impact.
There is however an alternative approach apparent in the less dramatic and more nuanced dynamics of background extinctions. Consider, for example, the heath hen (*Tympanuchus cupido cupido*), a large chicken-like bird that was populous on the east coast of North America when European settlers first arrived. Throughout the colonial period, the heath hen population steadily declined due to hunting (the heath hen may have been the “turkey” at the first Thanksgiving) and habitat disruption from expanding settlements (19). By 1870, just 50 heath hens remained; all restricted to a small refuge on the island of Martha’s Vineyard. With protection from the local community, their population rebounded to about 2,000 by 1915 (20). However, the next few years brought stochastic perturbations. A fire destroyed part of their breeding area, several winters were unusually harsh, and an infectious poultry disease appeared. The last heath hen died in 1932.

The heath hen’s decline from a large, spatially dispersed, heterogeneous population is a well-documented, well-studied background extinction that illustrates two important ecological and evolutionary concepts (21): (1). The role of multiple sequential perturbations in extinction divided into “First Strike – Second strikes” (15) strategies. (2). The concept of Minimum Viable Population (MVP) (22).

The “first strike” is typically one or several events that greatly reduce the size, spatial distribution, and diversity of an initially large and heterogeneous population. For the heath hen, the first strike involved habitat loss and over-hunting. The events that produce the first strike are generally deterministic; their consequences are reasonably predictable and reproducible. The heath hen story is also typical in that the first strike did not eliminate the entire population. Rather, it caused an evolutionary bottleneck that within a small, isolated populations with limited genotypic and phenotypic diversity (23). The extinction was actually caused by small, unpredictable perturbations that would have been inconsequential to the original large, heterogeneous, geographically dispersed population. But, the heath hen was near its MVP because the small homogeneous and geographically isolated colony could neither recover from nor adapt to a series of relatively minor stochastic perturbations.
The eco-evolutionary dynamics of extinction in species at or near their MVP have been extensively investigated in conservation studies using the framework of Population Viability Analysis (PVA) (24), which estimates the likelihood of extinction and identifies strategies to promote conservation. Many of the principles used for PVAs (25) potentially apply to small cancer populations though, ironically, with a goal of increasing the probability of extinction rather than the usual conservation goal of preventing it.

To begin, we note that some important components of PVA are not applicable to cancer populations. For example, cancer cells, because they reproduce asexually, do not need to locate mates. However, a number of other vulnerabilities may be critical in small cancer populations. For example, the surviving cells, when compared to the initial population, are likely more resistant to the agents of the first strike but less genetically heterogeneous. While the former renders them relatively invulnerable to the mechanisms that achieved the first strike, the latter may increase their susceptibility to different treatments. Furthermore, the evolutionary trade-offs that governed evolution of resistance may render the cells uniquely vulnerable to treatments that specifically targets the resistance mechanism(s).

These dynamics are probably observable clinically in adjuvant cancer therapy. For example, when pediatric patients with clinically localized osteosarcoma were treated with only surgical resection, about 80% developed lethal metastases within two years. However, if chemotherapy was administered after surgery, the development of metastases fell to as low as 10% (26). In an eco-evolutionary context, it is likely that clinically unobservable micro-metastases at or near their MVPs are present in nearly all osteosarcoma patients. Untreated, some of these micro-tumors undergo extinction while others stochastically expand to form a clinical tumor in about 80% of patients. Adjuvant treatment following the surgical first strike reduces the number of cancer cells in each metastatic site pushing them closer to and frequently below their MVP. This increases the probability of extinction and decreases the probability that the small cancer colonies will grow to clinically evident metastases.
**Clinical application**

The evolutionary dynamics of extinctions suggest the greatest probability of eliminating a metastatic cancer population will occur through a strategic integration of multiple therapies. A first strike is administered not with a goal or eradicating the cancer population but reducing its size (Figures 2). This should be followed rapidly (i.e. before the resistant populations begin to proliferate) by second strikes which use different strategies to exploit the vulnerability of the survivors to drive the population below the absorbing, extinction boundary (Figure 3).

This approach would require two major changes in common oncologic practices. First, the treating physician will need to switch therapy despite the high level of efficacy in the first strike agents. Second, the physician needs to apply treatment even in the absence of visible tumor (i.e. “measurable disease”) so that the effects of treatment cannot be assessed with current technology.

Can the evolutionary lessons from background extinctions guide treatment strategies in metastatic cancer? Importantly, there is a precedent for this in pediatric Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia in which a highly successful, empirically-derived curative therapy has been developed through a number of clinical trials over several decades. Typically, pediatric ALL treatment begins applies wit an initial “induction” therapy (14) that is followed immediately by a “treatment intensification” using new agents and then by an “intermediate dose intensification” and then by “maintenance” also using different agents. In the context of background extinctions, the initial induction treatment represents a first strike followed quickly by a second strike (“treatment intensification”), third strike (“delayed intensification”), and fourth strike (“maintenance”). In effect, the optimal therapy predicted by the background extinction model and evidenced in the ALL treatment is to use the first strike to deliver substantially damage the tumor population and then simply continue to “kick them when they are down.”

Can the dynamics of background extinction be adapted for the treatment of metastatic prostate cancer (mPC)? As noted above, ADT is usually an effective first strike that greatly reduces the cancer population’s size and diversity (i.e. strongly selecting for “castrate resistant” phenotypes).
Microscopy of surviving tumor populations following neoadjuvant ADT therapy for localized prostate cancer typically finds the ADT results in fragmented tumors with small clusters of cells “floating” in large regions of necrosis(27). Such isolated pockets are typically “decoupled”(28) because the cell populations may be too small and separated to promote mutually beneficial angiogenesis, and too distant to allow cell migration from one island to another. These small isolated colonies should be vulnerable to unpredictable habitat disruption (environmental stochasticity) caused by (for example) temporal variations in regional blood flow(29). Small cancer cell populations may also lose survival-enhancing aggregation (Allee(30)) (31) effects such as “safety in numbers” when subjected to the predatory activities of the immune system or “dilution effects” of multiple cellular “sinks” that can reduce the effective concentration of a treatment drug. Finally, small variations in the local proliferation and death of the cancer cells (demographic stochasticity) might, through a random walk process, cause sporadic decreases in populations toward a lower limit (“extinction boundary”(32)) at which extinction becomes inevitable.

These eco-evolutionary dynamics of background extinctions suggests that the probability of eradicating mPC can be substantially increased by a vigorous, multi-modal treatment of the small mPC cell populations that persist following an effective first strike with ADT. In effect, “kick them when they are down” even when the effects of treatment cannot be measured directly through imaging or serum biomarkers.

However, most mPC treatment protocols continue to administer ADT even after the PSA normalizes. Treatment changes only in the event of unacceptable toxicity or unambiguous evidence of tumor progression. This cannot be an optimal strategy for cure because the surviving cells have survived intense selection pressure and so must generally be resistant to ADT. Continuing therapy will not further reduce the population size and eventual tumor progression is inevitable. Furthermore, because therapy is changed only when the PSA increases, the new treatment is applied to a larger population with fewer extinction vulnerabilities than when the PSA was at its nadir. In other words, conventional therapy fails to “kick them when they are down.”
Ideally, extinction-producing therapies for metastatic prostate cancer will use treatments with mechanisms of action and resistance very different from the initial first strike with ADT. Fortunately, these drugs probably already exist. Importantly, optimal agents for this phase of therapy do not necessarily have to be effective as first strike drugs. That is, because the residual tumor populations are both small and relatively homogenous, as illustrated in the Heath Hen extinction, treatments not effective against large, diverse tumor populations may nevertheless be highly successful in reducing small homogeneous populations below their MVP. In mPC following ADT, for example, treatments to reduce the size of the resistant populations might include drugs that specifically target resistant mechanisms (e.g. abiraterone, a CYP17 inhibitor (33)) or cytotoxic chemotherapy drugs such as Docetaxel (34). Additional perturbations might include habitat disruption through angiogenesis inhibitors (35) or introduction of a “predator” through immunotherapy (36). Although neither approach is currently very effective when treating large volumes of metastatic prostate cancer (37, 38), they may be sufficiently effective can to push the small, homogeneous surviving population past the extinction boundary. Of course, additional empirical and theoretical investigations will be necessary to determine an optimal, potentially strategy in prostate cancers following the ADT first strike.

**Conclusion**

Theoretic studies play a critical role in science by questioning conventional wisdom and presenting alternatives hypotheses to stimulate discussion. Here, our theoretical model for curative outcomes in metastatic cancers builds upon multiple prior studies examining the evolutionary dynamics of cancer therapy (9, 14, 39). Using lessons from background extinctions, we suggest that curative outcomes may be obtained using a strategic sequence of treatments each with different goals. The first strike is used to reduce the size and heterogeneity of a disseminated cancer population leaving behind a genetic bottleneck with a small, fragmented, relatively homogeneous population. Further treatment of this resistant population with the first strike agents is probably futile because the surviving population has likely been selected for resistance. Furthermore, declaring the tumor “in remission” and waiting for it to become clinically evident before initiating further treatment is
allows the cancer population to recover. By the time it becomes clinically evident, the size and diversity of the cancer subpopulations likely precludes a successful second strike. Thus, as in treatment of ALL, the second strike must immediately follow the first strike and should use different agents. Furthermore, it is likely that these follow-up strikes can be brief but intensive since the goal is to apply as many perturbations as possible to push the surviving population below their extinction threshold. Importantly, these treatments must be administered even in the absence of measurable disease based on historic observations that recurrence even after a highly first strike is inevitable.

Finally, this alternative strategy may require new thinking in drug development. Current drug approvals are generally based on their ability to reduce the size of large tumors. That is, they are only evaluated as first strike agents. However, drugs that fail to significantly alter the size of large heterogeneous tumors may nevertheless be extremely effective in reducing small tumor populations that persist following a first strike (Figures 1 and 2). Furthermore, ideal “kick them when they are down” drugs may be quite different from those usually envisioned for the particular type of cancer. Thus, optimal drug selection may need modified based on the clinical context for its use.

In summary, the traditional focus on generating new cancer drugs has successfully produced large numbers of treatment options for many cancers. However, silver bullets remain elusive for most metastatic diseases, and MTD therapies are limited by toxicity and the evolution of resistance. Lessons from observations of extinctions in Nature suggest optimal cancer treatment may be found in the eco-evolutionary dynamics of background extinctions so that strategic multi-move application of available drugs may be sufficient to eradicate some currently incurable metastatic cancers.
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**Figure 1.** Conventional systemic therapy for large heterogeneous cancer population. Panel A demonstrates a heterogeneous population treated with some treatment strategy (Therapy 1). The tumor response is excellent leaving behind a small resistant population which is not clinically detectable but is also not affected by ongoing therapy. Eventually, this tumor population increases and becomes clinically apparent as progression. In this scenario, Therapy 1 is approved for treatment of this cancer but standard treatment strategy of maximum dose density until progression, eventually results in treatment failure and progression. Panel D shows treatment with an alternative therapy. This treatment is lethal to only a small fraction of the tumor population that is not detectable by clinical imaging and tumor continues to increase in size. Thus, Treatment 2 is considered ineffective for treating this cancer type and is not considered a standard of care therapy.

**Figure 2.** Imposing extinction dynamics on heterogeneous cancer populations. Panel A shows the same tumor populations and Therapy 1 as Figure 1. Here, Therapy 1 is discontinued once the patient is NED. Panel B shows Therapy 2 administered immediately after Therapy 1 with the goal of reducing this small resistant population below the threshold of a Minimum Viable Population (MVP) (Panel C). Here, Therapy 2, although ineffective in treating the original tumor (Figure 1), can reduce a smaller, more homogenous population to below its MVP. In the context of background extinction dynamics, Therapy 1 is an effective first strike and has reduced both the size and heterogeneity of the cancer population. This small population is vulnerable to small perturbations which can result in extinction.